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Abstract 

The analysis and processing of data is important in different areas, and we 
must pay more attention when it comes to the health of people, in the development of 
the protocol to prevent the outbreak of vectors transmitting tropical diseases with an 
emphasis on the mosquito “ AedesAegypti ”, being able to control its reproduction is 
of vital importance, and is one of the objectives of the protocol, understanding the 
reproduction times corresponds to the times where we must take necessary actions to 
be able to cut its reproduction cycle, within the mechanisms Technological we 
indicate the use of meteorological information to be able to analyze and predict the 
favorable conditions so that the mosquito can reproduce, added to the valuable 
information provided by earth observation satellites, in their access to satellite 
images, which will provide us with Current images of the area of interest, for rapid 
detection of bodies of water that will be the future nests of the mosquitoes, the 
heterogeneous processing is characterized by the analysis of the meteorological data 
in the CPU and the processing of the satellite images in the GPU both running in 
parallel processes in the same computer, with which we optimize the use of resources 
available in applications dedicated to health care. 
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I.      Introduction 

The use of satellite images is of vital importance in the analysis of land cover. 
Its use is becoming widespread as satellite technology is known. The presented 
protocol is based on the use of images, which provide satellite observation of the 
earth. Which are available in their respective catalogs, which provide satellite images 
of the area of interest as up-to-date as possible, in an average of 10 days before. For 
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being working with the maximum mosquito reproduction time, the opportunity to 
have the image in the shortest possible time is of vital importance. After having 
presented an event that puts the population at risk.When we talk in terms of health, 
the risk increases, even more when we try to control disease outbreaks. 
The "AedesAegypti" Mosquito, responsible for the spread of tropical diseases such as 
denge, Zika and Chikungunya, that put our population at risk. 

The analysis and treatment of the information is considered in being able to process 
the data by means of an analysis and interpretation and prediction of the 
meteorological conditions that will allow presenting the conditions for the mosquito 
reproduction. Among these variables is temperature and humidity.  

Monitoring of these parameters is important. Being able to locate the possible bodies 
of water that are exposed, it is important to find the possible mosquito nests. This data 
is processed in the computer, optimizing the use of computer resources, in a 
heterogeneous processing Based on GPGPU programming, the meteorological data is 
programmed to be processed in the CPU and the satellite images are processed in the 
GPU. Both are achieved through programming using the MATLAB computational 
tool because the CPU and GPU access can be accessed jointly and simultaneously. 

II.    Materials and Methods 

For the development of the protocol. We use the available theoretical 
information to understand the concepts that govern the problems. In our case we try 
to control the mosquito's life cycle, we need to know how it reproduces, how long it 
lives, under what conditions it reproduces, what its natural habitat is, in order to 
handle the characteristics of the protocol. 

The protocol is based on proposing the use of available resources. As well as the 
institutions committed to disaster prevention, in the most common cases they are the 
Ministries, Municipalities, among others. Who will be in charge of being able to take 
preventive measures for mosquito control, these actions are fumigation and the 
elimination of water bodies. As a component of the institutions that provide 
technological information. There are services that provide meteorological data and 
international organizations that provide information that can be used. 

Mosquito Biophysics 

Understand the biophysics of the "AedesAegypti" mosquito. Who is a carrier 
of tropical diseases. It plays an important role in the development of the protocol, 
because, it is at the time of mosquito reproduction, where measures must be taken to 
prevent them from reproducing and not having to control them later. 
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Fig. 1: Mosquito breeding cycle. 

The mosquito's reproduction and growth cycle lasts between 7 to 10 days from the 
egg until it becomes an adult mosquito 

 Femalemosquitoesdeposittheireggs in anycontainerthatcontainswater. 

 Wateristhetrigger of theincubationprocess, which can lastbetween a 
fewdaystomonths. 

 Whentheeggsbecomelarvae in thewater, theybecomechrysalis in thenext 5 
days. 

 Chrysalislive in water and 
needbetweentwotothreedaystobecomeadultmosquitoes and be abletofly 

 As themainfeature of the mosquito we can indicatethatits hábitat isfound in 
wáter accumulations, in natural and artificial containersveryclosetohomes 
and, often, in interior spaces. 

Among the kinematic characteristics of the mosquito is its flight range that is on 
average 400 meters, this information is important for nest searches if any positive 
case is found. 

Among the climatic characteristics that help the spread of the mosquito are 
considered the temperature that from 20 ° C and above 60% humidity. 

CollaboratingInstitutions 

Among the institutions, responsible for taking the first actions that contribute 
to eliminate the mosquito and prevent its spread. There are municipalities, regional 
governments and mainly the Ministry of Health, who will be responsible for 
controlling the mosquito; What is the vector that transmits the disease, among the 
actions carried out are the elimination of water accumulations and fumigation. 

BiometereologicalInFormat 

The proposed methodology indicates that we must have temperature and 
humidity as meteorological characteristics. We turn to several sources to obtain the 
information. These can be weather stations close to the evaluation areas or through 
access to global environmental monitoring systems. One of the best practices is to be 
able to obtain and work with historical and current information to analyze what could 
be of great help for the protocol. 
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Satelital Image 

Satellite images present information with a level of detail that varies from a 
resolution of 0.5 meters, with a land cover of 14.5 kilometers or more. This feature 
makes it possible, that requires a large calculation capacity for analysis and image 
processing. In addition, specialized software is required. This increases the degree of 
image analysis by end users. 

Classically, when working with satellite images. It seeks to have the highest 
resolution, but is directly proportional to its computational cost. When performing the 
analysis, you can discriminate the objects in the image in greater detail; caused by the 
high resolution of the image. For certain types of processes and jobs a level of image 
production with certain characteristics is required, which is commonly called 
processing levels. These special features are: ortho-rectification, fusion of the 
different bands of the satellite, natural color, panchromatic, among others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Example of satellite image 

The protocol works with the images provided by the space agency. These images are, 
at best, catalog images, but as current images are required. For this, an acquisition of 
the area of interest is made. 

Getting the images. The analysis is carried out in the different combinations of the 
bands, such as: real color image, false composite color, real false color and infrared 
color. 

When analyzing a satellite image. You can see certain characteristics of land cover, 
depends on the use of color bands. With the different color combinations, you can 
analyze the color change in areas that correspond to vegetation, bodies of water, and 
soils among others. In our case we will focus on analyzing the bodies of water. 

III.    Results 
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The results presented in the present investigation. They are characterized by 
being able to apply the protocol. In our case we are in a Peruvian case, by way of 
analysis Peru has its own satellite for the acquisition of images in the shortest 
possible time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Organizational Model of the Protocol 

In the design of the protocol we can indicate that the Space Agency of Peru will 
provide us with the satellite images. The meteorological information will be provided 
by the Peruvian Meteorological Service (Senamhi) and you can also access the 
meteorology provided by the Windy.com platform. 

Among the institutions of the Peruvian state. The National Meteorological Service 
provides us with temperature and humidity information. This information is obtained 
from the meteorological stations, which are installed throughout the Peruvian 
territory. In the following figure we can verify the information you can provide us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Historical temperature information provided by the National Meteorological Service. 
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For the protocol, it is necessary to have updated information in order to analyze and 
predict. If the climatic conditions for mosquito propagation are occurring. That is 
why the implementation of our database was carried out with information 
corresponding to the temperature of the day, temperature at night and humidity. 
Based on the information provided by Windy.com services and those provided by the 
National Meteorological Service. This information is represented visually and in 
layers. Identifying the areas of interest. Climate variables are provided below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Updated humidity and temperature information from Windy.com. 

 

Fig. 6: Record of meteorological information. 

Among the results that were obtained at the time of executing the protocol are 
described below: 

 • Theresult of analyzingmeteorological data, such as satelliteimages, ispresented in 
theprotocoldescription: 

 • Estimation of weatherconditions in theregion of interest, throughtemperature and 
humidity. 

 • Analysis of thefirst positive case, itisthefirstwarning, becauseitistheactivator of 
theprotocol. Whichiswhytheconditionsforthereproduction of the vector are 
beingpresented. 

• Search and request of satelliteimages of theaffectedarea. 
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 • Fastanalysis of thesatelliteimages, todetectthe posible bodies of water, which are the 
natural habitat of thevectors. 

• Search and registration of biometereologyinformation. 

 • Location of areaswithpresence of bodies of water and disseminationtoentities of 
thePeruvianState (MINSA). 

 • Withthemeteorologicalinformation and thesatelliteimageweproceedtotheanalysis. 
For this we use the MATLAB computational tool. Where the meteorological data is 
worked with the CPU and the processing of the satellite images with the GPU 
according to the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: CPU and GPU programming model. 

We proceed to analyze, the different bands of the image, to obtain a greater register in 
the band of blue color. As an example we can indicate an urban area. Where it has 
been affected by an overflow of the river. That presents a high risk of formation of 
bodies of water. Consequently mosquitoes can reproduce. 

 

Fig. 8: Area of interest, corresponding to an urban area with the presence of river 
overflow. 
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Fig.9: Histogram of the previous image, where you can see the color components: red, green 
and blue, each of them is represented by a trend line of the same color. 

 

Fig.10: Search for water bodies through image analysis by grouping in the blue band and 
representation in the real color composition. 

IV.    Conclusions 

Satellite images offer useful information. For the analysis of land cover.In a 
very special case; the search for bodies of water, as mentioned. It is a very important 
factor in the mosquito growth process. This analysis should be performed in the 
shortest possible time. Because you have 10 days, as the analysis time limit. This time 
corresponds to the mosquito breeding cycle. 

Verification of weather conditions.For mosquitoes to reproduce. It's of vital 
importance. Because with this information, you can start with the dissemination of 
alerts to possible risks. Make recommendations to the population, to take certain 
phytosanitary measures. Taking the meteorological conditions that occur in the 
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Peruvian territory and the presence of high humidity is conducive to the generation of 
these propagation sources. 

As a fundamental axis in the protocol. It is the potential we have with the 
PERUSAT1 satellite, to have access to high resolution images. And with the added 
value of the temporality of the images, which is of vital importance in our protocol. 
For the short time of action and to be able to have the images.Due to the acquisition 
mechanism. You run the risk of having images with cloud cover. It is suggested to 
acquire the image and to be able to discriminate areas free of cloud cover. Due to the 
degree of emergency and to mitigate as much as possible. The meteorological data 
helps determine the climatic conditions for mosquito breeding. 

In the data analysis method we have the GPGPU programming. Due to the parallel 
and heterogeneous processing, where the programming in the CPU and the 
programming in the GPU are combined.Each in a specific task. Achieving the best 
results and in the shortest possible time. The tests were performed on a laptop, with 
an i7 central processor and a GTX 1050ti graphics card from the NVIDIA brand. 
Using the MATLAB tool, this provides us with this type of programming in the same 
environment and can access the data simultaneously. 

The protocol is a description of the possible use of available resources. Its refinement 
and optimization will be achieved as the benefits of the protocol and the articulation 
of information between the State entities are disseminated. 
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